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NONSTANDARD MODELS OF ARITHMETIC AS AN ALTERNATIVE 
BASIS FOR CONTINUUM CONSIDERATIONS 
Karel CUDA 
Abstract: From the point of view of 
TJ nonstandard models of arithmetic: A special type of 
strong cuts in the sense of Kirby and Paris are considered. It 
is proved that the pair of such a cut and the corresponding 
ground model may serve as a basis for an alternative construc-
tion of real numbers. Some other set theoretical properties 
are proved. 
2) Nonstandard analysis: Using nonstandard methods a mo-
del for real numbers is constructed in a theory much weaker 
than Zermelo-Praenkel set theory. 
3) Alternative set theory: Considerations in a fragment 
of AST are made and a contribution to the shiftings of horizon 
problem is given. 
Key words: Nonstandard model of Peano arithmetic, Alter-
native set theory, strong cut, indiscernibility relation, pro-
longation. 
Classification: Primary 03H15 
Secondary 03E70, 03H05 
Introduction. We consider a fragment of AST (Alternati-
ve set theory). Every nonstandard model of Peano arithmetic 
(PA) or Zermelo-Praenkel set theory for finite sets (-"-?£*„) 
with a new predicate R added to the language may serve as a 
model for our fragment if R satisfies some properties given 
below. We prove among others that the elements satisfying R 
form a strong cut in the sense of Kirby and Paris (see tKPl 
for the definition and properties of strong cuts). The first 
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point of view of our páper is a consequence of this property. 
In our theory we oonstruct a model for reál numbers as 
an Arehimedean really elosed f ield with tne supreme pro per ty. 
Archimedean property is meant with respect to tne predicate R 
consldered as "to be a natural number" and supreme property is 
meant with respect to the properties deseribed in our theory* 
Hence the obtained s truc ture may be on one nand richer and on 
the other nand poorer than the struoture of standard reál num­
ber s. Bamely if there is a nonstandard number oc satisfying R9 
then two reál numbers which differ from each other only ia oC-
th position of the dyadio expansion must also differ in our 
struoture, but they determine maximally one standard reál num­
ber* On the other hand, if the ground model is countable then 
our structure must be countable, too (from the eiternal point 
of view)* If R děno tes the property "to be a standard natural 
numberw and the standard systém of the model is ?(*>), then 
both standard and our model for reál numbers are isomorphie* 
The mentioned construction leads to the second point of view 
on our páper* 
Our fragment is the smallest "reasonable** fragment of AST* 
"Reasonable" means here that we consider infinity phenomenon 
using parts of formally finite sets andf in addition* we want 
to háve the class of all small natural numbers. If we inter- . 
pret R as nto be an element of Xw> where X is a cut different 
from PNf we obtain a contribution to the shiftings of horizon 
problém. These facts lead to the third point of view on our 
páper* 
The technical means ušed in the páper are taken from non­
standard analysls and AST* The procedures are only adopted for 
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we&ker formal apparatus. This adoption, howevert is not quite 
obvious atif* especially the usage of nonstandard topological 
technique for proving set theoretical assertions is quite re-
markable. 
The paper is divided into two sections. In the first one 
we describe our theory, give some connections to the nonstan-
dard models of arithmetic and construct two models for real 
numbers. In the second one we prove some set theoretical the© 
rems in our theory. 
The contents of the paper was referred and discussed im 
the Prague seminar on the AST. 
§ 1. The construction of real numbers. We now describe 
the mathematical theory we shall work in. The language of the 
theory is the language of ZF set theory with a new predicate 
xeR. For our convenience we add to the language variables fer 
classes. Classes are understood as suitable abbreviations. Thus 
e.g. X«Y is an abbreviation for the formula ( V x ) ( 9?(x) « y(x)) f 
where X « {x* o/(x)} and Y • «f X| tf (x)J. Formulas containing X 6 
are not correct. 
Axioms: 1) All the axioms of Z F ^ + axiom of regularity, 
for set formulas (i.e. formulas not using the new predicate x«R). 
2) R c H (where N denotes the class of all natural numbers). 
3) (Voce R)(oC+ leR) 
4) (VX)( VoC6R)(.3y)(y*a:ncc,) 
5) (VX)(3y)(XnR « ynR) 
Remarks: 1) In each model of PA we can define x c y iff 
the x-th member of the dyadic expansion of y is 1. In this man-
ner we obtain a model of Z-^f^ + "tke axiom of regularity. 
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2) U is defined as the class of ordinal numbers by the 
usual definition. 
4) This axiom is in fact an axiom scheme due to our con-
vention about classes. The quantification (\/X) means "for e-
very formula ..."• We accept this axiom since we want to bring 
properties of the class R nearer to the system of the standard 
natural numbers having the mentioned property. 
5) If we interpret R as standard numbers, then this axi-
om expresses the assumption that every definable (with the pa-
rameter R) part of R is an element of the standard system of 
the model. 
Lemma 1; Every nonempty class X c R has the minimal ele-
Proof: If x e X then (x+l)nX is a nonempty set by the Axi-
om 4. 
Theorem 2s ( Vot € R)(cC £ R) (Ccmpl(R)). 
Proof: Let us put X * {occ R;o£-£ Rj. If X + 0 then we put 
m«min(X). We have (m-l)c Rf hence (m-2)eR and (m-DcR (Axiom 
3). Thus m c R - a contradiction. 
Theorem 3: If X is a class of functions with the follow-
ing property: f,fRn£ R for suitable nf k then every function G 
from the primitive recursive closure of X has the property, too. 
Corollary 4: 1) R is closed on addition, multiplication, 
exponentiation. 
2) If f'RSR then ( V/3« R)(^X0 f (i) c R). 
Before proving Theorem 3 let us remind the definition of 
the primitive recursive closure. A function PJN — > if1 is in 
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the primitive recursive closure of the class X if it is obt-
ained by finitely many applications of the following three o-
perations on functions from X and four basic functions desc-
ribed below. 
Basic functions: 1) 3t :H —H-H0 at (oo) « ( ) 
2) $ :3Sf°—J-N1 J ( ) - 0 
3) t : N 1 — ^ N 1 t (oO » oc 
4) ? :N 1—> N 1 <; (oc ) » oc + 1 
Basic operations: F*G(x) • F(G(x)) 
FxG(x) -<F(x),G(x)> 
F#(oC fx) » Fo F» ... «>F(xI 
oC times 
Let us now prove Theorem 3: The only one nontrivival part 
of the proof is that one for iteration ( F ^ ) . Let cc e R and 
xe Rk. Let us put Y » -f/3€oC + 1$ F*($ fx) is defined and 
-^(/3,i)4R $• W e prove that Y4»0 leads to the contradiction. 
If Y4»0 then let m be the minimum of Y. We have F^(mfx) • 
= F(F*(m~l,x)) 6 R - a contradiction. 
The proof of the Corollary: The first part is evident. 
For the proof of the second part let us note that ..SLf(i) is 
%a Q 
the first component of g*(k+2f0f0f0) where g(xfyfz) « 
m <x+y,f(z)fz+l> . 
Remarks: 1) Let us note that in the proof we have not u-
sed Axiom 5* 
2) The theorem may be generalized also for class functions 
defined with parameter R. But in this case we can define 
F*(ocfx) only for oc 6 R. 
Let us now give two isomorphic constructions of real num-
bers in our theory: 
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1) We construct the field of ratio aal ntiĉ -ers FJf using 
the usual construction starting from ls Thus R1 is a class de-
finable by a set formula. The class R is understood as the sys-
tem of "real" natural numbers - The Archimedean property will 
he understood with respect to R. The support of our structure 
will be the class BRH * { r € RH| ( .3 oc « R) (lr 1«: «£ ). On BRH we 
define x-ky & ( VoO e R)(lx-y I< 1/oC ) (x is infinitely olose to 
y). The factor structure BRH/«=- can serve as a model for real 
numbers as we shall prove later* 
2) For an arbitrary natural number oc «. N-R we can const-
ruct a model for real numbers such that the support of the mo-
del is a part of oc . For the construction we use the following 
intuitions We imagine *c as oc successive elements such that 
the distance between each element and its successor is 1/Vx? * 
The middle element is understood as 0. The support is now the 
class of elements having the distance from new 0 bounded by a 
number from R. The result of each arithmetical operation is de-
fined as such an element of the structure which is near to the 
exact result (in the structure of rational numbers). The pro-
perty "to be infinitely close" we define in the same way as in 
the case 1). Real numbers we obtain as the factor structure. 
Let us give the formal description? We put /3 mlcc/2} (0 in 
the new sense), Ti B r 2 • T\ + T2 - fi0 (if it ia * <* ) t 
® t \ - 2 £ 0 -T\* We put p 1 m CVo?3 . (/30 + ̂  is 1 in the 
new sense), <n ® T 2 » I ( ?\ - /30M r2 - fi0)/fi£ + /50. 
(t/J) -C/jJ;/(r-/J0)3 +/J0- we put bdn «-rr«oci(3<rs R)( iy-
•*p0\<(h1*<f) and we define ̂ A r2
 m ( V<f* *)(\T\ ~T2l< 
< fi\/<f). The factor structure bdn/« forms a model for real 
numbers. 
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Theorem 5; Both the above factor structures íorra a really 
clo sed field in whioh the Archlraedean property holde in the ver-
sion (Vx] (3/3€ R) (I x ! < /2>) and the supreme property holds ia 
the version ( VX*0)((3 y)( Vt&X)(t<y) -$> (3 z)(( V teX)(t -< 
< 2 v t i z ) i ( V z ) ( ( z < z i l ^ z ) ^ ( J t € X ) ( t > z i l tÁz)))). 
Proof i The proof that « is a oongruence on supporte, 
arithmetical operations are defined on supports, supports are 
olosed on arithmetical operations (with the exception of divid-
ing by zero) and the proof of the Archimedean property do not 
require any speciál tricks. The proof of the continuity of poly­
nomials (ioy=ýf(x)of(y)) may be doně by the induction based 
on the compl exity of polynomials - details needed for the induc­
tion step can be found e.g. in [K3. A nonstandard proof of the 
intermediate property of continuous functions may be found e.g* 
also in [Kl. Prom this property we deduce easily that our field 
is really closed. We may ob serve that we háve not yet ušed Axi­
om 5» This axiom we need for the proof of the supreme property. 
Let X be a non-empty above bounded class. In view of the Archi­
medean property we may assume without loss of generálity that 
( Vt€X)(t-cl)& (3 taX)(trO). From the class X we define the 
class Y 5 R by the following recursive description: ďe. Y sr (3t€. 
6 I ) ( t ^ r f - 2 " ( 1 + X ) + 2 " ( e r + 1 ) ^ * ^ ^ « r 2 ' ( i + 1 ) + 2" ( o r + 1 )). 
Let acN be such that Y = anR (we use Axiom 5)« In the first 
čase we put z « . 2 2~* ' and in the second one we put z « 
« the largest element less than or equal to J%Q2~ • Tne 
proof that this z is the required supreme can be left to the re-
ader. 
Remarks; 1) Notě that both the given models are isomorph-
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ic. This fact can be proved e.g. using the dyadic expansion of 
real numbers. 
2) An equivalent axiomatic system we obtain if we change 
Axiom 4 by Axiom 4': R is complete ((Vxe R)( V:r< x)(ye R)). 
Axiom 4 is weaker than Axiom 4, but we have proved some inte-
resting results only from the axioms 1 - 4 . Let us prove Axiom 
4 using the second version of axioms. Let X c fte R, hence X c R 
(completeness)—> X =* ar.R (Axiom 5)—> X » ar.Rn/3 » a n/3 • 
§ 2. The prolongations of functions. In the second secti-
on we investigate the question, what functions are either parts 
of set functions or parts of functions defined by set theoreti-
cal formulas. 
Definition: The class X definable by a formula not using 
R is called a set theoretically definable class, we use Sd(X) 
for denotation. 
Let us note that in view of our definition of classes we 
do not admit the quantification of class variables in formulas 
defining classes. 
Definition: A Sd class S is called the generating system 
of a totally disconnected indiscernibility relation iff it has 
the following properties: 1) dom(3)2R 
2) ( Voc. € R)(S,,-Coo^ is an equivalence relation on the u-
niversal class V (««Cx;x«x}) having a small number of factors 
((3/3s R) (Vx)((Vt,s€x)(t4-s^n<tfs>€3»'-Coc} ) ^ 
-«*• card(x) -£ j3 )) 
3) ( VcCC R)(S»'-{<rf + li£S«»-£oC$ ) 
Remark: Using overspill we can restrict S on a suitable 
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fim H-R such that the property 3) holds for all elements of A 
except the last one and 8nft is an equivalence on V for all 
elements of JS • Further we suppose that generating systems are 
adopted in the given manner. 
Definition: A relation T is called a totally disconnec-
ted indiscernibility relation iff there is a generating system 
S such that<x,y>€f a ( V/3 € R)«x ty>€ S"«C#} ). 
We use notations « , = » , « , . . . for totally disconnect-
ed indiscernibility relations. We shall omit further the words 
totally disconnected, as we shall not use other types of indis-
cernibility relations. 
Definition: A class X is called a figure with respect to 
s-s- iff it has the property ( V*x,y)(x€ X & y £ x «=>» y c X ) . 
Theorem 6: Every class is a figure w.r. t. a suitable in-
discernibility relation. 
Proof: It suffices to prove that R is a figure, Sd clas-
ses are figures and that figures are closed on the Godelian o-
perations. R is a figure in the indiscernibility relation with 
the generating system having the following description: Sw-focJ • 
» Id/ocU (V -oC)*(V -cc) where Id denotes the identity mapping. 
Every Sd class X is a figure in the indiscernibility relation 
with the generating system S"{oci«- (X*X)U (V-X)x (V-X). For 
the binary operations it is useful to observe the following 
fact: If » t a are indiscernibility relations with the gene-
rating systems S^f S2 respectively, then *• n *« is an indis-
cernibility relation with the generating system S described by 
S"-Cccl » SJ-focJn Sg-foc} , where dom(S) « dom(S1)n dom(S2). Hen-
ce if Xnf X2 are figures then we may assume that they are 
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figures in the same indiscernibility relation. The operation -X: 
If X is a figure w.r.t. *p then V-X is also a figure w.r.t. =f • 
The operation InY: If Xf Y are figures w.r.t. <5f then XnY Is 
also a figure w. r. t. ^ • The operation X-Yj X-Y • XA (V-Y) • The 
operations V* X and X x V* If X Is a figure w. r. t. « then V* X is 
a figure in the indiscernibility relation -j described by i c ya 
s (xc V-V^yc V-V2)v (Jxlfx2fylfy2)(x • lz-L,x2>Ay ^yj+jrgH 
2* Xg «j- y 2). The proof for XnV is analogous. The operation Xx Yt 
XxY - (XxV)n (VxY). The operation X/Ys X/*Y « Xn(V xY). The 
operation dom(X)s If X is a figure w.r.t. *» with the generating 
system S, then dom(X) is a figure w.r.t. -| with the generating 
system S2 described by the following manners Sgfecf is the equi-
valence generated by the partition having as elements Boolean 
combinations of domains of elements of partition generated by 
S|{QC{. TO prove that S2 is a generating system, it suffices to 
note that if S?-tct\ has £ equivalence classes then SJ-fcd has less 
than 2^ equivalence classes and R is closed on 21. The operation 
E: E - "f<x,y fxe y> is a Sd class. The proofs for the operations 
of conversions may be left to the reader. 
Let us note that in the given theory, there is a natural 
definition of a one-one mapping P:H «#—• V. This mapping is de-
fined by a set formula without parameters. The definition of £ 
can be found in LVJ. Here we give only an instructive example: 
324 - 2 8 + 2 6 + 22| 8 . 23f 6 « 2
2 + 21, 2 « 21* 3 « 21 • 2°f 
1 - 2°| F(0) - 9lHD « <0}f F(2) - « 0 H f P(3) - ilOTfO}| 
F(6) -iUOlMOtt, F(8) -«COi fOH I P(324) -
« iUtOt9OH9 4 U 0 B fiOHf UOlti . The natural ordering on V 
may be defined using the given function. If we speak about an 
ordering on V we shall keep in our minds the given natural 
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ordering. 
Theorem 7: Any function F is a part of a "tube" consist-
ing of R Sd functions. Formally: ( V F ) Q TfSd(T))({ Voc c R)(T
w-kJ 
is a function) 8c F c TMR) . 
Corollary 8: For pe U-R and cce N there is no function 
F such that Fwos » or;. /3 • 
Remark: It is consistent that (3F)(F: oc <-> ft ) SB 
» (o6//3 )=-*!» where ss is the relation of nearness defined in 
the first section. 
An unsolved problem: Is it consistent also the negation?, 
i.e. (3F)(F: <* «-* /3 ) & i U / / 3 ) A 1. 
Proof of Theorem 7: Let F be a figure w.r.t. a? and let 
S^ be a generating system for & . We prove 
(Vx€F)(3 -ye R)((S5»*<yl )"{x$ is a function)* Let us note that 
(si*T$)ntx$ is ^ e equivalence class containing x. We have 
( V X G F ) ( V ^ e dom(S1)-R)((S£{r})
wlx}.SF) since F is a figure. 
Hence (S^i^\)n{x] is a function. Thus there must be f * R each 
that (SJ-C'yp^-txl is a function as R is not Sd (cooverspill). 
We construct T by taking for increasing x successively these 
equivalence classes of -->¥̂ T? w&*ci- are functions. The possibi-
lity of indexing of the equivalence classes of s? ̂ T? ^T€ R ) ^J 
elements of R is a consequence of Corollary 4.2) from § 1. Let 
us proceed in the construction of T wox© formally. In the fol-
lowing two theorems we shall need analogous constructions but 
we shall proceed no wore formally. Let us define a set relation 
51 by the following description: xesjl'jrjs-- x is the least ele-
ment of (SJ-C^J)"**}. (A coding of the equivalence classes.) Let 
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h : c a r d ( s - ) <—»> s, be the one-one mapping given by the succes-
sive ordering of extensions of s-̂  (h(o6) = the least element 
of the least extension of s-.-hwoc )• Corollary 4.2) from § 1 
gives that ( Voc € R H C a " 1 ) " ^ ^ )£ R). Let a »f/3 & c a r d ^ ) * 
(S^iccl)" -fh(oo)J is a function}, where oc is such that 
h( /& ) € sS"(cscj . Let g:card(a)«*—• a is the numbering of ele-
ments of a in the increasing manner. T is now described as 
follows: Tu<fi1*> (S£-tac*)«-fh(g(£ ))1 where cc is such that 
h(g(/5))€S|-Coci • 
Remarks: 1) We can observe from the proof that if P is 
a one-one function then the extensions of T may be chosen al-
so in such a way that they are one-one functions. 
2) Note that we have not used Axiom 5 in the proof. 
We prove now that if dom(P) * R then P may be prolonged 
to a set function. (Compare with the axiom of prolongation 
from CVJo) 
Lemma 9: Let f be a not increasing function f: oC — > N. 
If ( \fft 6oG - R) (f(<*)€ R) then there are y € R and ft coc-
- R such that f(r) - f(/3 )• 
Proof: Let of- rain Kf *f( y) < ft . Obviously cf e R» 
If X «{>6 f + 1* (a/J € R)(f(/3 ) - T )? t h e n YScTe R and 
hence Y is a set by Axiom 4. Let m » min(Y). We put f* 
• min {J* *f(cT) - m} and /3 » max fcf j f(cO =- m}. 
Theorem 10. If P is a class function such that dom(P)^ 
£ R then there is a set function g such that P • g/dom(P). 
Proof: Let P be a figure w.r. t. ^ with generating sys«-
tem Sr We prove that ( V x 6 P ) ( a r * -0((S£ -fy!)w{x?fiP). For 
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an arbitrary x e P we define the function f(#• ) • 
» card((S|«C^J),,tx}). Using Lemma 9 for f we obtain fe. R and 
(I e N-R such that f(^) « t(fi)t hence (S£«fa-J)M{xJ * 
e(S£-C(3l)"'CxJ SP. Let us numerate all the equivalence classes 
of equivalences from S similarly as in the proof of Theorem 7* 
Let XS R be the class of those numbers such that the correapo^ 
ding equivalence classes are parts of P. (Note that X is defin-
able from P and R.) Using Axiom 5 we obtain a set b such that 
X » bf\R. The required function g we obtain as the union of all 
the equivalence classes corresponding to elements of b n qf for 
a suitable ff • In fact, let ftji <f c bj be the system of the 
equivalence classes corresponding to elements of b. We may as-
sume if to be a set function as this property is fulfilled for 
<f € R (overspill). Now for every (b c R we have that 
iMf-» cTe b n (3 I is a function since U-C t*\ <fe b n/3?£P. 
Hence we have that g a U i f^% cTebA'yJ is a function for a 
suitable ft € N-R by overspill. Por proving Pfi g it suffices 
to turn to the definition of X. Hence P -* g/dom(P). 
Corollary 11: R is a strong cut in N (in the sense of Kir-
by and Paris CKP}). 
Proof: Por proving the weak regularity we do not use Axi-
om 5. Por a function f such that dom(f)cR we put X » 
a dom(f r\ (RxR)). X is a set as X£dom(f)€R (Axiom 4). We put 
T - max(*f(t)ft€X5) + 1. Hence j e R and rng(f)n R S ^ .Thus 
the weak regularity is proved. 
Let f be a function such that dom(f)2R* Let P • f n 
n ((N-R)xR). Let g be a prolongation of P. We may assume that 
dom(P) a dom(g)n R (if not, we improve g using Axiom 5 on 
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dom(P)). If we put *y » max("fcf'€ dom(g)|<T< min(gw(cT+ 1))}) 
then for every /$ € R such that f(/3 ) + R we have i(fl ) > y * 
The last theorem may he also generalized if we suppose 
the Axiom of weak choice: (VX» dom(X) » R)(3P a function) 
(P£X&dora(P) - R). 
Theorem 12: The following properties are equivalent for 
a class function P. 
1) There is a Sd function G such that P » G/dom(P). 
2) (Vxfidom(P))(P/x is a set function). 
Proof: 1) «=$> 2) is obvious. 
Por 2) «=$> 1) it suffices to prove the following assertion: 
If P having the property 2) is a figure in -̂  with the genera-
ting system 3X then ( V x € P ) ( 3 y « R)((S£«C-y})w{x}/dom(P) * 
• P/vdom((S|-f 3*})n-£xl)). The prolonging function can he const-
ructed from classes (S£-C^5)w-ix^ analogously as in the proof 
of the preceding theorem. Let us prove hy contradiction the as-
sertion. Suppose that there is xc P such that for every f e R 
w e h a v i X M r ? - C-V* dom((S£f ar»"{xi) - ((S£{^!)"*xi A 
A dora(P)))4-0. Due to the Axiom of weak choice there is a func-
tion G such that dom(G) « R and GSX. Prom the last theorem 
the existence of a function g prolonging G follows. We prove 
that there is fi e dora(g)-R such that gw/3SP. At first let us 
observe that there is ©c € dom(g)-R such that dom(gwoc ) S dom(P). 
Por T « R we have g(T)«-? by the definition of g. We also 
have dom(g('y))S dora((S£ 4flrl)w€xS) * hence by overspill we have 
that for all f < oo (where oc is suitably chosen) this formula 
holds. But for y c N-R we have (S£ <^\)Hx.} £P since P is a fi-
gure. We have proved that dom(gf,o<; ) s dora(P). We know that 
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P/* dom(g"oC ) is a set function by the assumption. Por every 
T «• R w e h&^« gK;f £ P/̂  dora(g"o-J) hence by overspill we have 
gM/3 £ F for a suitable ft & dom(g)-R. Por every <f € R we have 
g(^)4 CS|«C9rJ)n"[z] hence by overspill the formula holds also 
for 7"e /S-R. This is a contradiction with dom(g(<y}) s 
c dom((S£*r3)w*x*)t g(y)€P and (S£ -C^DHxiSP. Thus we have 
proved the assertion. 
Remarks* 1) There is a model of PA in which a> is not a 
strong cut (see tMCJ). Hence Axiom 5 is independent on other 
axioms. The positive answer on this independence problem I ob-
tained also from Professor Wilkie. A direct method for const-
ruction of models of PA with the negation of Axiom 5 for co was 
developed by A. Kucera and the author. This method is based on 
Arithmetical hierarchy. 
2) In AST can be proved the theorem saying that every re-
al semiset function can be prolonged to a set function iff the 
restriction on an arbitrary subset of its domain is a set. The 
proof is analogous to that one of the last theorem. Por the no-
tion of a real class see [CVJ. 
Unsolved problems? 1) Is there a model of PA with a 
strong cut R not being a model of our theory? 
2) Is our theory consistent with the negation of the Axi-
om of weak choice? There are some troubles with this axiom as 
it is not known whether AST without AC and with the negation 
of the Axiom of weak choice is consistent. 
3) Recall the problem mentioned in this paper: Is our 
theory consistent with ( B oc , (i ) ((J P) (P* 06 «->• fi ) & 1 
-i(cc/|3) & 1). 
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